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Upon publication of the original article [1], an error 
was noticed by the authors of the article.

The acknowledgement of our article published in BMC 
Palliative Care has been incorrect with respect to the 
contributions of Piret Paal. Piret Paal contributed to the 
revision/correction of the final manuscript and not to the 
writing of the manuscript, as the article manuscript was 
drafted and written only by Nwabata Oji.

The corrected acknowledgement is presented here:
Data collection on-site, transcription, and qualitative 

data analysis were conducted by NO. NO drafted the 
manuscript. The study was conducted in association with 
TO and OS, who assisted NO in identifying and contact-
ing potential study participants on-site and offered valu-
able background information on PC in Nigeria. TO and 
OS revised the content and linguistics of the manuscript. 
PP supported this research idea and the study conceptu-
ally and methodologically, and contributed to the correc-
tion of the final manuscript. FE was the research initiator 

and designed the study. FE conceptually and methodo-
logically supported NO throughout the study. FE also 
revised the manuscript draft. The qualitative data analy-
sis and interpretation, performed by NO, were discussed 
continuously and intensively with TO, OS, PP and FE. All 
authors have read and approved the final manuscript.

Another minor error was noticed upon publication of 
the article.

Instead of:
“Perspectives, perceived self-efficacy, and prepared-

ness of newly qualified physicians’ in practising palliative 
care—a qualitative study”

The Title should read:
“Perspectives, perceived self-efficacy, and prepared-

ness of newly qualified physicians in practising palliative 
care—a qualitative study”
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